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EQUITIES
UNITED STATES — US stocks advanced ahead of a speech 
by US President Donald Trump expected to provide more 
details on his plans for tax, health-care reform and 
infrastructure spending. He will propose boosting defense 
spending by $54bn in his first budget plan and offset that 
by an equal amount cut from the rest of the government’s 
discretionary budget, according to administration 
officials.

HK/CHINA —

The Hang Seng Index closed down -0.2% after a strong 

monthly return.

EUROPE –
Stocks closed the session little changed, trimming earlier 
declines, as a rally in construction firms tempered 
investor disappointment over potential deals unraveling. 
Building and materials companies led gains after US 
President Donald Trump said he’s going to spend “on 
infrastructure big.”

FOREX
The U.S. dollar was steady against a 
basket of currencies on Monday 
ahead of a busy week that will 
include a speech by U.S. President 
Donald Trump on the economy and 
numerous comments from Federal 
Reserve officials. 

Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin
said on Sunday that Trump, in an 
address to Congress on Tuesday, 
will preview some elements 
of his plans to cut taxes for the 
middle class, simplify the tax 
system and make U.S. companies 
more globally competitive. 

With any impact from Trump’s 
economic policies unlikely to be 
seen near-term, investors are 
focused on whether current growth 
is strong enough to lead the U.S. Fed 
to raise rates in the near-term. 

HEALTHWARNING
The contents of this document have not been reviewed by any regulatory authority in Hong Kong or Singapore and you are advised to exercise caution in relation to this document and if you are in doubt about any of the contents of this document, you should obtain independent
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This document may refer to structured products which involvederivatives. Do not invest in any structured products and/or derivativesunless you fully understand and are willing to assumethe risks associated with such products. Prior toentering into a transactionor investing in any
product,eachinvestor/subscriber shouldfullyunderstandtheterms,conditionsandfeaturesof suchproduct aswell astherisksandmeritsofentering intothetransaction/investing insuchproduct,andconsult theirownlegal, regulatory, tax, financial andaccountadvisorsbeforemaking
anyinvestment(s).Ifyouareinanydoubtabouttherisksinvolvedinanyproduct,youshouldseekappropriateprofessionaladvice.
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• Unlike in the Oscars last night, there was no confusion by the message of a Fed

member, Robert Kaplan, who said the Fed should move “sooner rather than later”,

stating that “We want to guard against a situation where we get behind the curve.”

Probability of a March rate increase rose overnight to 50%. Our base case is June where

the probability is 78% currently. Treasury yields rose and Dollar strengthened. The

Dow Jones increased modestly for a 12th straight session, the longest streak in 30

years.

• The Dallas Fed manufacturing index rose +2.4 pts to 24.5 for February. This is the

highest figure in nearly 11 years. The manufacturing figures have improved globally

over the past few months.
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Government: US Treasury yields rose 
overnight as hawkish comments from 
Dallas Federal Reserve President 
Robert Kaplan sent odds of a March 
rate-hike spiking higher. Risk assets 
traded flat as markets awaited further 
details on possible changes in tax 
code and health-care system in the 
congress speech tonight. The 10Y 
Treasury yield rose by 5.3bps to 2.36% 
while long-end Treasury yield rose by 
3.2bps to 2.98%. Fed Speak: 
Bloomberg’s pricing indicator for a 
March hike spiked above 50% as 
Kaplan clarified that when he 
commented previously that the next 
hike would come "sooner rather than 
later," he meant that the next hike 
would take place “in the near future.” 
“We want to guard against a situation 
where we get behind the curve.” 
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HIGH GRADE CASH: Asian IG market opened relatively weak after the
rates rally. As the day progressed, the spreads of recent issues and
higher beta names recovered from the intraday’s wides (c.3-5bp
wider). Primary market was very active with at least $7.4bn of new
issues out yesterday. SUMITR issued a total of $1.5bn in 2Y fixed and
2Y FRN notes. HYUCAP priced a $600mn 5Y bond at T+125bp (c.3.09%).
SDBC’s USD 3Y and 5Y FRN issues came out 20-25bps tighter than
initial guidances with orderbooks c.2.8x oversubscribed. Demand for
SDBC 3Y FRN HKD issue was also strong with orderbooks exceeding
HK$12bn. WSTP printed a total of $3.25bn via multi-tranche issues.
New mandates from CCAMCL, China RE, MQGAU, KNOC, OCBC, and
WOORI may keep supply pipelines busy. Meanwhile, buying interest
also filtered into seasoned bonds in AMC space and bank Tier 2 space
such as HRAM, BCHINA and ICBC. Away from China, there was demand
for NTPCIN, EXIMK, ADSEZ and RILIN perps and some profit-takers of
ONGCIN and BPCLIN.

HIGH YIELD CASH: Overall flows in the Asian HY market remained
balanced with activities skewed to adding risk. There were buying
interests across China property names such as YUZHOU and KWGPRO.
KAISA’s bonds were up by c.2points, mainly on the news that its stock’s
public float had been restored to the required 25%. Meanwhile, there
were profit-takers in recent XIN ‘21s, FUTLAN ‘20s and XINHUZ ‘20s
issues. In Indonesian HY space, bonds were marginally higher with
demands for high yielding INDYIJ ‘23s and GJTLIJ ‘18s bonds. In the

Source: Bloomberg BNPP Wealth Management Source: Bloomberg BNPP Wealth Management

sovereign space, PHILIP bonds remained well-offered and closed c.2-
5bps wider. INDON bonds and quasi-sovereign bonds also drifted 1-
3bps wider. Indonesia will be on the road to meet investors starting
next week.

Idea of The day :
Cash Bond Focus : Pakuwon 5% 02/14/2024 callable 02/14/2021

Ciklis 4.95% 09/14/2026 callable 09/14/2021

Structured Product Focus :
1)     BNPP Arb USD 5Y NC1 CMS Steepener (Retap Available)

Y1: 3.55% , Y2-5:  5x (10Y-2Y CMS)

• Floating Rate CLNs
• CAP-FLOOR Floating CLNs
• CMS fixed coupon notes (for roll-over of expiring ones)

US & EUR YIELD CURVESUS & EUR YIELD CURVESUS & EUR YIELD CURVESUS & EUR YIELD CURVES JPM ASIAN HY & JPM EMBI+ SOV (SPREAD)

Government: US Treasury yields rose overnight as hawkish
comments from Dallas Federal Reserve President Robert Kaplan
sent odds of a March rate-hike spiking higher. Risk assets traded
flat as markets awaited further details on possible changes in
tax code and health-care system in the congress speech tonight.
The 10Y Treasury yield rose by 5.3bps to 2.36% while long-end
Treasury yield rose by 3.2bps to 2.98%.
Fed Speak: Bloomberg’s pricing indicator for a March hike spiked
above 50% as Kaplan clarified that when he commented
previously that the next hike would come "sooner rather than
later," he meant that the next hike would take place “in the near
future.” Without elaborating further when that might be, he also
added that “We want to guard against a situation where we get
behind the curve.”

Over in European markets, the Eurozone Economic Confidence
index rose slightly by 0.1 point to 108.0 in February. The
Industrial Confidence index rose marginally to 1.3 in Feb against
0.8 in January while Consumer Confidence reading for February

came in flat at -6.2. The M3 money supply for ECB
slowed by 0.10% to register a 4.9% year-on-year growth
in January. The 10Y German bund yields rose 1.3bps to
0.195% while 10Y French Benchmark rates declined by
4.4bps to 0.87%.

Economic Data: US Durable Goods Orders for January
improved to 1.8%, beating expectations of 1.6% while
Pending Home Sales registered a decline of -2.8%
month-on-month in January. Dallas Fed Manufacturing
Activity improved to 24.5 in February vs prior reading of
22.1.

Product Opportunities ( New Launched, Available For Product Opportunities ( New Launched, Available For Product Opportunities ( New Launched, Available For Product Opportunities ( New Launched, Available For RetapRetapRetapRetap )  )  )  )  
• BNPP BNPP BNPP BNPP ArbArbArbArb USD 5Y USD 5Y USD 5Y USD 5Y NC1 CMS NC1 CMS NC1 CMS NC1 CMS SteepenerSteepenerSteepenerSteepener
• Y1: 3.55% , Y2-5:  5x (10Y-2Y CMS)
Product Opportunities ( Collecting Orders For New Launch ) Product Opportunities ( Collecting Orders For New Launch ) Product Opportunities ( Collecting Orders For New Launch ) Product Opportunities ( Collecting Orders For New Launch ) 
• CLN Opportunities : 1) Bank Of China, 2) Hong Kong Land CLN Opportunities : 1) Bank Of China, 2) Hong Kong Land CLN Opportunities : 1) Bank Of China, 2) Hong Kong Land CLN Opportunities : 1) Bank Of China, 2) Hong Kong Land 

Limited, Limited, Limited, Limited, 3) CNOOC, 4) Republic Of Indonesia, 5) State Bank Of 3) CNOOC, 4) Republic Of Indonesia, 5) State Bank Of 3) CNOOC, 4) Republic Of Indonesia, 5) State Bank Of 3) CNOOC, 4) Republic Of Indonesia, 5) State Bank Of 
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MACRO INDICATORS  AHEAD

Durable Goods Orders (Jan) 1.8% vs -0.5% (Prior)

Pending Home sales (Jan) -*2.8% vs 1.6% (Prior)

Dallas Fed Manf. Activitiy
(Feb)

24.5 vs 19.4 (Mkt exp)



FOREX
• The dollar reversed earlier weakness on Monday and 

the Japanese yen weakened as U.S. bond yields rose 
from more than one-month lows, indicating a 
perception that a rate hike is more likely in the 
coming months.

COMMENTS COLOR
EURUSD — A marginal push to 1.0631 does not alter

the corrective look of this rally. We expect price to

turn lower from here.

USDJPY— The pair has bounced up with a bit more

power. It faces resistance just under 113. If indeed

this is a correction, price would turn back down

from here.

GBPUSD — Slight bounce in overnight session

appears corrective. This leaves the pair vulnerable

for additional decline straight ahead.

USDCAD— The overnight bounce is a bit too big for a

correction. The recent high at 1.3210 is at risk.

However, the recent strength should be limited

within a complex correction.

AUDUSD— The pair is struggling to get higher, but

the uptrend is still fairly intact. Despite some short

term risk of retracement, the overall trend is up.

XAUUSD— Bearish RSI momentum divergence may

see some retracement in the near term, but the

overall trend remains up.

• The U.S. dollar was steady against a basket of currencies on
Monday ahead of a busy week that will include a speech by U.S.
President Donald Trump on the economy and numerous comments
from Federal Reserve officials.

• Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin said on Sunday that Trump, in
an address to Congress on Tuesday, will preview some elements of
his plans to cut taxes for the middle class, simplify the tax system
and make U.S. companies more globally competitive.

• With any impact from Trump’s economic policies unlikely to be seen
near-term, investors are focused on whether current growth is
strong enough to lead the U.S. Fed to raise rates in the near-term.

• The Canadian dollar weakened against its U.S. counterpart on
Monday as investors awaited a Tuesday night speech from U.S.
President Donald Trump and a Bank of Canada interest rate
decision due on Wednesday. While the central bank is widely
expected to hold rates steady, attention will be paid to the
comments of policymakers.

• Sterling hit a 12-day low against the dollar on Monday, as talk of
another possible Scottish independence vote added to fears about
Britain's future as it prepares to leave the European Union.

TECHNICAL VIEW LONG-TERM FORECASTS

Source: Data Stream, BNPP Wealth Management (updated on 30 Dec 16) 

MACRO INDICATORS

TODAY'S FOCUSRO INDICATORS

CCYS PAIRS LOW / HIGH KEY SUPPORTS KEY RESISTANCES 3M 12M

EURUSD 1.0552 / 1.0631 1.0350, 1.0000 1.0900, 1.1300 1.0500 1.0300

USDJPY 111.92 / 112.84 111.55, 105.50 120.00, 125.00 116.00 122.00

USDCHF 1.0046 / 1.0098 0.9540, 0.9440 1.0343, 1.0700 1.0300 1.0900

GBPUSD 1.2384 / 1.2503 1.2082, 1.1491 1.2800, 1.3000 1.2400 1.2900

USDCAD 1.3084 / 1.3181 1.2828, 1.2450 1.3580, 1.3800 1.3500 1.3700

AUDUSD 0.7662 / 0.7708 0.7175, 0.6830 0.7850, 0.8165 0.7200 0.7200

NZDUSD 0.7180 / 0.7227 0.6675, 0.6450 0.7800, 0.8165 0.7100 0.7100

MACRO INDICATORS

US GDP Prelim 21:30

US Chicago PMI 22:45

US Consumer Confidence 23:00
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COMPANY NEWS

INDEX CHANGES (%) & DOW JONES MOVERS (%)

TODAY'S FOCUSRO INDICATORS
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GDP, core PCE, wholesale inventories, Conference Board 
consumer confidence, Chicago PMI 

EARNINGS ANNOUCEMENT

Target, Salesforce.com

Source: Bloomberg, BNPP Wealth Management

U.S. EQUITIES
US stocks advanced ahead of a speech by US President

Donald Trump expected to provide more details on his

plans for tax, health-care reform and infrastructure

spending. He will propose boosting defense spending by

$54bn in his first budget plan and offset that by an

equal amount cut from the rest of the government’s

discretionary budget, according to administration

officials.

Reports showed orders for US durable goods

rebounded, contracts to buy previously owned homes

unexpectedly declined, Dallas Fed manufacturing

activity was at 24.5 vs 22.1 in the prior month.

DOW JONES INDUSTRIAL avg. (1-YR CHART)

Source: Bloomberg, BNP Paribas
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• PricelinePricelinePricelinePriceline (PCLN(PCLN(PCLN(PCLN US,US,US,US, Buy,Buy,Buy,Buy, TPTPTPTP $$$$1111,,,,825825825825)))) closed almost
unchanged at $1,632.01 before rising 3.6% in late-hours
trading as it beat analysts’ average estimates for profit
and sales, benefiting from growth in hotel room bookings
through its website. Q4 profit, excluding some items, was
$14.21 a share vs. average projection of $12.97. Sales were
$2.35bn vs. analysts projections of $2.32bn. Room night
growth was 31% vs. 27% in the quarter a year earlier. Q1
profit excluding some items is forecast at $8.25 to $8.65 a
share vs. an average analyst estimate of $10.51. The miss
was largely due to the Easter holiday travel season falling
in Q2 instead of Q1, CEO said. ConsensusConsensusConsensusConsensus:::: 33333333 Buys,Buys,Buys,Buys, 6666
Holds,Holds,Holds,Holds, 0000 Sell,Sell,Sell,Sell, averageaverageaverageaverage TPTPTPTP $$$$1111,,,,783783783783....89898989....

• KraftKraftKraftKraft HeinzHeinzHeinzHeinz (KHC(KHC(KHC(KHC US,US,US,US, Sell,Sell,Sell,Sell, TPTPTPTP $$$$69696969)))) fell 2.7% to $90.61.
Warren Buffett, the largest investor in Kraft Heinz Co., said
there’s no plan B in the works after the company’s failed
$143bn bid for Unilever. Given the surge in prices for
potential targets, it would be “very very very tough” to
find another transaction that makes sense, Buffett told
CNBC on Monday. The remarks weighed on shares of
Mondelez International Inc. and General Mills Inc., which
have been seen as buyout candidates. ConsensusConsensusConsensusConsensus:::: 13131313
Buys,Buys,Buys,Buys, 5555 Holds,Holds,Holds,Holds, 2222 Sells,Sells,Sells,Sells, averageaverageaverageaverage TPTPTPTP $$$$98989898....63636363....



EARNINGS ANNOUCEMENT

Grifols, Tecnicas Reunidas, Moncler, 

INDEX CHANGES (%) & EUROTOP 100 MOVERS (%)

TODAY'S FOCUSRO INDICATORS
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COMPANY NEWS

Source: Bloomberg, BNP Paribas

MACRO INDICATORS

France GDP & CPI

Source: Bloomberg, BNP Paribas

EUROPEAN EQUITIES
Stocks closed the session little changed, trimming

earlier declines, as a rally in construction firms

tempered investor disappointment over potential deals

unraveling. Building and materials companies led gains

after US President Donald Trump said he’s going to

spend “on infrastructure big.”

UK consumer confidence weakened this month as the

pound’s slide, rising prices and weak pay growth began

to weigh on the powerhouse of Britain’s economy.

FTSE Eurotop 100 (1-year chart)

• SanofiSanofiSanofiSanofi (SAN(SAN(SAN(SAN FP,FP,FP,FP, Reduce,Reduce,Reduce,Reduce, TPTPTPTP €€€€78787878)))) slid 0.2% to €80.43.
Sanofi and LonzaLonzaLonzaLonza GroupGroupGroupGroup (LONN(LONN(LONN(LONN VX,VX,VX,VX, notnotnotnot rated)rated)rated)rated) will set up
a venture on new biologics facility. The venture will build
and operate large-scalep roduction facility in Visp,
Switzerland, focused on complex biopharmaceutical
products, both companies said in a statement Monday.
Initial investment will be about CHF290m to be split
equally between the two companies. Lonza added 0.6% to
CHF181. ConsensusConsensusConsensusConsensus onononon SanofiSanofiSanofiSanofi isisisis 14141414 BuysBuysBuysBuys,,,, 13131313 HoldsHoldsHoldsHolds,,,, 3333
SellsSellsSellsSells,,,, averageaverageaverageaverage TPTPTPTP €€€€84848484....71717171.... OnOnOnOn LonzaLonzaLonzaLonza itititit isisisis 5555 BuysBuysBuysBuys,,,, 6666 HoldsHoldsHoldsHolds,,,,
0000 Sell,Sell,Sell,Sell, averageaverageaverageaverage TPTPTPTP CHFCHFCHFCHF196196196196....25252525....

• BHPBHPBHPBHP BillitonBillitonBillitonBilliton (BLT(BLT(BLT(BLT LN,LN,LN,LN, Reduce,Reduce,Reduce,Reduce, TPTPTPTP GBpGBpGBpGBp 1111,,,,342342342342)))) advanced
1.3% to GBp 1,325.50. While applauding efforts by the US
administration to boost US growth and infrastructure
spending, CEO Andrew Mackenzie said the consequences
of restricting free trade would be “pretty bloody awful.”
On the possibility he’d revisit a large corporate merger,
Mackenzie said: “To be honest, I do think about that a bit,
but I think that’s very, very low down our list of priorities.”
BHP can achieve its goals with its existing ore bodies and
successful exploration, he added. ConsensusConsensusConsensusConsensus:::: 6666 Buys,Buys,Buys,Buys, 19191919
Holds,Holds,Holds,Holds, 6666 Sells,Sells,Sells,Sells, averageaverageaverageaverage TPTPTPTP GBpGBpGBpGBp 1111,,,,462462462462....63636363....

• LondonLondonLondonLondon StockStockStockStock ExchangeExchangeExchangeExchange (LSE(LSE(LSE(LSE LN,LN,LN,LN, NotNotNotNot rated)rated)rated)rated) slipped
1.1% to GBp3,090. DeutscheDeutscheDeutscheDeutsche BoerseBoerseBoerseBoerse (DB(DB(DB(DB1111 GY,GY,GY,GY, notnotnotnot ratedratedratedrated))))
fell 2.4% to €79.71. LSE said its $13bn tie-up with
Deutsche Boerse is unlikely to proceed after a new
regulatory hurdle signaled a potential end to the
companies’ efforts to create a champion European

exchange. EU officials had requested that LSE divest MTS,
an electronic trading platform for European government
bonds. LSE said it couldn’t commit to such a divestment
and would not submit a remedy proposal. “Based on the
commission’s current position, LSEG believes that the
commission is unlikely to provide clearance for the
merger,” LSE said in a statement. ConsensusConsensusConsensusConsensus onononon LSELSELSELSE isisisis 7777
BuysBuysBuysBuys,,,, 3333 HoldsHoldsHoldsHolds,,,, 0000 SellsSellsSellsSells,,,, averageaverageaverageaverage TPTPTPTP GBpGBpGBpGBp3333,,,,217217217217....5555.... ItItItIt isisisis onononon
DBDBDBDB1111 8888 BuysBuysBuysBuys,,,, 7777 HoldsHoldsHoldsHolds,,,, 1111 Sell,Sell,Sell,Sell, averageaverageaverageaverage TPTPTPTP €€€€86868686....87878787....

• AssicurazioniAssicurazioniAssicurazioniAssicurazioni GeneraliGeneraliGeneraliGenerali SpASpASpASpA (G(G(G(G IM,IM,IM,IM, Reduce,Reduce,Reduce,Reduce, TPTPTPTP €€€€15151515)))) lost
2.8% to €13.70 after Intesa Sanpaolo SpA abandoned the
idea of a merger with the Italian insurer. IntesaIntesaIntesaIntesa (ISP(ISP(ISP(ISP IM,IM,IM,IM,
Buy,Buy,Buy,Buy, TPTPTPTP €€€€2222....6666)))) jumped 5.5% to €2.19. MarketMarketMarketMarket consensusconsensusconsensusconsensus
onononon GeneraliGeneraliGeneraliGenerali isisisis 10101010 BuysBuysBuysBuys,,,, 14141414 HoldsHoldsHoldsHolds,,,, 7777 SellsSellsSellsSells,,,, averageaverageaverageaverage TPTPTPTP
€€€€14141414....92929292.... OnOnOnOn IntesaIntesaIntesaIntesa itititit isisisis 22222222 BuysBuysBuysBuys,,,, 10101010 HoldsHoldsHoldsHolds,,,, 1111 Sell,Sell,Sell,Sell,
averageaverageaverageaverage TPTPTPTP €€€€2222....63636363....

• PostNLPostNLPostNLPostNL NVNVNVNV (PNL(PNL(PNL(PNL NA,NA,NA,NA, notnotnotnot rated)rated)rated)rated) tumbled 7.4% to €4.067
after reporting a 25% slump in Q4 underlying operating
profit. The Dutch mail carrier lowered its forecast for
earnings this year to €220-260m, down from €230-270m.
ConsensusConsensusConsensusConsensus:::: 3333 Buys,Buys,Buys,Buys, 7777 Holds,Holds,Holds,Holds, 5555 Sells,Sells,Sells,Sells, averageaverageaverageaverage TPTPTPTP €€€€4444....21212121....
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INDEX CHANGES (%) & HSI MOVERS (%)

TODAY'S FOCUSRO INDICATORS
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• ChinaChinaChinaChina windwindwindwind powerpowerpowerpower sectorsectorsectorsector.... To reduce burden of
subsidy to renewable sector, NDRC, MOF and NEA have
proposed to launch green certificates, which will be
awarded to solar and wind farms. These farms could
then sell these certificates at a negotiated price that
will be capped at renewable tariff subsidy, or the gap
between renewable and benchmark tariff i.e.,
cRMB150-220/MWh for wind. The green certificate,
representing 1 MWh of renewable power, will be
available for voluntary subscription from Jul'17; the
agencies are contemplating making this subscription
mandatory from 2018. We believe green certificates
could help wind farms to shorten the receivable period
of renewable subsidy and help lower shortfall from
National Renewable Fund (cRMB60b by end-16).

• BYDBYDBYDBYD ((((1211121112111211 HK,HK,HK,HK, Buy,Buy,Buy,Buy, TPTPTPTP HKHKHKHK$$$$ 65656565)))) BYD issued a profit
alert on 24 February, indicating that its 2016 full-year
earnings rose 79% YoY to Rmb5.04 bn, in line with its
Rmb5.0-5.2 bn earnings guidance. 4Q16 net profit rose
60% YoY to Rmb1.38 bn on the back of a 122% YoY e-
bus sales jump. The start to 2017 was weak, with
January 2017 new energy vehicle sales down 90% YoY,
due to (1) notable front-loading demand in 4Q16 before
the notable government subsidy cut (2) very limited
selling time – only one week – after the government
released the list of eligible models for NEV subsidy (23
Jan 2017). Meanwhile, BYD strategically shifted its
focus to the public transportation market via launch of

its new monorail business. As a key solution for traffic
congestion issues in tier 3 and tier 4 cities, BYD signed
contracts with 7 cities (incl. Shantou, Shenzhen, Xi'an,
Tianjin, Guang'an, Jilin, Benbu) and is in talks with >10
more cities. BYD guided the monorail business to book
Rmb10 bn revenue in 2017 and Rmb100 bn in 2020
with a decent net margin (>10%). BloombergBloombergBloombergBloomberg
ConsensusConsensusConsensusConsensus:::: 14141414 Buys,Buys,Buys,Buys, 5555 Holds,Holds,Holds,Holds, 3333 Sells,Sells,Sells,Sells, TPTPTPTP HKDHKDHKDHKD54545454....19191919

• BaiduBaiduBaiduBaidu (BIDU(BIDU(BIDU(BIDU US,US,US,US, Buy,Buy,Buy,Buy, TPTPTPTP USUSUSUS$$$$215215215215)))) Baidu 4Q16 results
were slightly below expectations on higher content
spending for its media business. Business likely
bottomed in 4Q; 2017 will be a turnaround year. Share
price has been weak post results, given the nice rally
from the beginning of the year and a marginal miss in
4Q16 results. But we note post results that Baidu's BBG
average analyst target price has been raised. Valuation
looks undemanding as it's core search business is
valued at ~15x PE and it's 20% stake in Ctrip is worth
~US$17/share. BloombergBloombergBloombergBloomberg ConsensusConsensusConsensusConsensus:::: 13131313 Buys,Buys,Buys,Buys, 15151515
Holds,Holds,Holds,Holds, 4444 Sells,Sells,Sells,Sells, TPTPTPTP USUSUSUS$$$$189189189189....24242424

COMPANY NEWS

Source: Bloomberg, BNPP Wealth Management

MACRO INDICATORS

China PMIs
(1 Mar)

Earnings announcement

28 Feb: Galaxy Entertainment, China Everbright, SJM

Source: Bloomberg, BNPP Wealth Management

HK CHINA EQUITIES
China may set its economic sights lower for this year.

Consensus suggests the government will probably

target GDP growth of around 6.5% for this year, vs

2016’s 6.5% to 7% range. The target for M2 money

supply expansion will be 11.5%, down from 13%.

HSI INDEX (1-year chart)
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INDEX CHANGES (%) & NIKKEI 225 MOVERS (%)

TODAY'S FOCUSRO INDICATORS
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• PanasonicPanasonicPanasonicPanasonic ((((6752675267526752 JP,JP,JP,JP, Buy,Buy,Buy,Buy, TPTPTPTP JPYJPYJPYJPY1111,,,,450450450450)))) In Japan, a
program designed to buy back solar power flowing from
rooftop panels at above-market rates will expiry in 2019,
and Panasonic sees this as an opportunity. In Nov 2009,
the Japanese government began a program to buy excess
power generated from rooftop solar at above-market
rates in order to promote photovoltaic (PV) power.
Utilities bought solar power from residential rooftops at
JPY48 a KW-hour for 10 years. Panasonic said they are
counting on more people preferring to consume electricity
produced from their home solar panels on site, rather
than selling it to power companies once theses incentives
expiry and therefore seeing 2019 as a turning point.”
Panasonic has been selling residential energy storage
systems that include a battery and an inverter since 2012.
In Apr, it will begin offering a new model that’s a 1/3 size
of the current version while also being able to be hung on
an outer wall and installed using fewer parts. ConsensusConsensusConsensusConsensus::::
9999 Buys,Buys,Buys,Buys, 12121212 Holds,Holds,Holds,Holds, 0000 Sells,Sells,Sells,Sells, TPTPTPTP JPYJPYJPYJPY1111,,,,299299299299....41414141

• NidecNidecNidecNidec ((((6594659465946594 JP,JP,JP,JP, Buy,Buy,Buy,Buy, TPTPTPTP JPYJPYJPYJPY12121212,,,,500500500500)))) Nidec plans to build
three press machine plants in Spain and the US, reported
by Nikkei, without citing anyone. According to the report,
those plants estimated to cost JPY10bn and will come on
line by 2020, expecting output to rise to ~200 units from
~40 units currently. BloombergBloombergBloombergBloomberg ConsensusConsensusConsensusConsensus:::: 20202020 Buy,Buy,Buy,Buy, 4444
Holds,Holds,Holds,Holds, 1111 Sell,Sell,Sell,Sell, TPTPTPTP JPYJPYJPYJPY11111111,,,,628628628628

• MUFGMUFGMUFGMUFG ((((8306830683068306 JP,JP,JP,JP, Hold,Hold,Hold,Hold, TPTPTPTP JPYJPYJPYJPY710710710710)))) According to the

Nikkei newspaper, MUFG will start a JPY10bn drug startup
fund. The fund will be headquartered in Tokyo and focus
on finding companies developing new drugs, including
those with regenerative abilities. BloombergBloombergBloombergBloomberg ConsensusConsensusConsensusConsensus::::
11111111 Buy,Buy,Buy,Buy, 8888 Holds,Holds,Holds,Holds, 0000 Sells,Sells,Sells,Sells, TPTPTPTP JPYJPYJPYJPY833833833833....24242424

COMPANY NEWS

Source: Bloomberg, BNPP Wealth Management

MACRO INDICATORS
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EARNINGS ANNOUCEMENT

-

Source: Bloomberg, BNPP Wealth Management

NEA EQUITIES
TOPIX index slipped for a 3rd day, recording its longest

losing streak so far this year, as some market players

scaled back bets on how high US yields will rise and

how low the yen will go. The gauge was down 1% to

1,534 at the close in Tokyo, with banks and exporters of

electronics and cars the biggest drags. US President

Donald Trump, who is scheduled to address Congress

on Tuesday, will propose a budget that seeks to produce

long-term economic growth by slashing taxes,

NIKKEI 225 (1-year chart)
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INDEX CHANGES (%) & FTSE STRAITS TIMES INDEX MOVERS (%)

TODAY'S FOCUSRO INDICATORS
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• VentureVentureVentureVenture CorpCorpCorpCorp (VMS(VMS(VMS(VMS SP,SP,SP,SP, Buy,Buy,Buy,Buy, TPTPTPTP SGDSGDSGDSGD9999....40404040 (under(under(under(under
review))review))review))review)) reported a 20.6% y/y increase in 4Q16 net profit
to S$54.05mn. Revenue for the three months ended Dec
31, 2016, rose 23.1% y/y to S$854.6mn, which was
attributed to new product and programme introduction
by customers and revenue growth from customers won
in recent years. The improvement in profitability was
driven by revenue growth, value creation, as well as
improvements in operational excellence across the
Group’s facilities and its entire value-chain. The Group
registered net margin of 6.3% for the full year FY2016
(versus FY 2015: 5.8%) and 6.3% for 4Q16. As at the end
of 2016, the Group had cash and bank balances of
S$499.7mn (versus FY2015: S$459.3mn) and remained
net cash positive at S$407.1mn. Venture declared a final
dividend of 50 cents per share (same as last year). In
terms of outlook, Venture said that the industry
continues to undergo rapid change and transformation
in a dynamic, highly competitive and globalised world. In
the midst of all these, the Group remains steadfast in
strengthening its Clusters of Excellence and deepening
its partnerships for value creation with leaders in
technology domains of interests. MarketMarketMarketMarket consensusconsensusconsensusconsensus:::: 8888
buys,buys,buys,buys, averageaverageaverageaverage TPTPTPTP SGDSGDSGDSGD11111111....26262626....

• AxiataAxiataAxiataAxiata GroupGroupGroupGroup (AXIATA(AXIATA(AXIATA(AXIATA MK,MK,MK,MK, Buy,Buy,Buy,Buy, TPTPTPTP MYRMYRMYRMYR5555....19191919)))) Axiata
slipped into a loss of MYR309m in 4Q16, impacted by

significant FX losses (primarily related to the Ncell
acquisition), Robi-Airtel merger costs and associate
losses (Idea). Excluding one-offs, 4Q16 normalised
PATAMI fell substantially y-y to MYR77m and full year
PATAMI, at MYR1.4b, was below both our and Bloomberg
consensus estimate. Another negative surprise to us was
the bigger-than- expected cut in dividend payout ratio to
50% (2016 DPS: 8 sen), although management
emphasised this was a temporary measure. Celcom was
the weakest OpCo in 2016, with revenue/EBITDA down
10%/15% y-y. Management acknowledged there was
much work to be done here, but expressed confidence in
growing in line with the market in 2017. XL’s 2016
contributions were relatively flat y-y, but its 2H16
performance suggests to us recovery could be in sight.
Robi’s 2016 EBITDA was impacted by one-off merger
costs, while Dialog/Smart contributions remained
healthy. The bright spot was inclusion of Ncell, which
helped drive 2016 group revenues/EBITDA up 8%/10% y-
y. 2016 revenue/EBITDA were in line with BNPPe. Our
2017/18E EPS are 17-20% lower, largely as we assume
significantly lower contributions from Idea. We raise
2017E capex and cut 2017E dividend payout to 50%, as
per guidance. MarketMarketMarketMarket consensusconsensusconsensusconsensus:::: 7777 buys,buys,buys,buys, 18181818 holds,holds,holds,holds, 4444
sells,sells,sells,sells, averageaverageaverageaverage TPTPTPTP MYRMYRMYRMYR4444....70707070....

COMPANY NEWS

Source: Bloomberg, BNPP Wealth Management

MACRO INDICATORS
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-
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SEA EQUITIES
Light session in Singapore yesterday with index

lightweights driving outlier price action amidst

broader themes including MSCI rebalance and

domestic lending data. A few earnings out after

the bell, notably Noble, which swings back to

black with US$8.7mn net profit for FY2016. The

Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) has

formed a Corporate Governance Council to review

the Code of Corporate Governance. The Tourism

Authority of Thailand (TAT) and Singapore Airlines

(SIA) have inked a memorandum of understanding

(MOU) to promote travel to Thailand from key

markets.

FSSTI INDEX (1-year chart)
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KEY UP-COMING DATA
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DATE ZONE EVENT DATE ZONE EVENT

28-Feb Japan Industrial Production MoM 3-Mar UK Nationwide House PX NSA YoY

28-Feb US GDP Annualized QoQ 3-Mar Japan Natl CPI YoY

28-Feb US Conf. Board Consumer Confidence 3-Mar US ISM Non-Manf. Composite

28-Feb France CPI YoY 6-Mar US Durable Goods Orders

28-Feb

3-March
UK Nationwide House PX NSA YoY 6-Mar US Factory Orders

28-Feb France GDP QoQ 6-Mar US Durable Ex Transportation

1-Mar US ISM Manufacturing 7-Mar Eurozone GDP SA QoQ

1-Mar US MBA Mortgage Applications 7-Mar Germany Factory Orders MoM

1-Mar Japan Nikkei Japan PMI Mfd 7-Mar Eurozone GDP SA YoY

1-Mar France Markit France Manufacturing 7-Mar US Trade Balance

1-Mar Germany Markit/BME Germany Manufacturing 8-Mar Japan GDP SA QoQ

1-Mar UK Markit UK PMI Manufacturing 8-Mar Japan BoP Current Account Balance 

1-Mar Eurozone Markit Eurozone Manufacturing 8-Mar Japan GDP Annualized SA QoQ

1-Mar US Markit US Manufacturing 8-Mar Germany Industrial Production SA

1-Mar Germany Unemployment Change 8-Mar Japan GDP Deflator YoY

1-Mar Germany CPI YoY 8-Mar US ADP Employment Change 

1-Mar Japan Capital Spending YoY 8-Mar US Wholesale Inventories MoM

1-Mar Germany CPI MoM 9-Mar US Initial Jobless Claims

2-Mar US Initial Jobless Claims 9-Mar Eurozone ECB Main Refinancing Rate

2-Mar Japan Monetary Base YoY 9-Mar Eurozone ECB Deposit Facility Rate

3-Mar Japan Jobless Rate 10-Mar US Change in Nonfarm Payrolls

3-Mar Japan Tokyo CPI Ex-Fresh Food YoY 10-Mar FR Industrial Production MoM

3-Mar UK Nationwide House PX MoM 10-Mar Japan PPI YoY

3-Mar Japan Job-To-Applicant Ratio 10-Mar UK Industrial Production MoM
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